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Reasons for sharing your data
Career Benefits:

•Increased visibility
•More reuse
•Increased citations

External Factors:

•Funder requirements
•Publisher requirements

Norms:

«This is how we do it here»

Scientific Progress:

•More robust research
•Enables new collaborations
•Opens up for new uses of data
•Avoids duplication
•Builds links to 
younger researchers

•Easier to use data 
in teaching

https://www.cessda.eu/Training/Training-Resources/Library/Data-
Management-Expert-Guide/6.-Archive-Publish/Towards-archiving-publication

https://www.cessda.eu/Training/Training-Resources/Library/Data-Management-Expert-Guide/6.-Archive-Publish/Towards-archiving-publication
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Open science
Open science means transparency and 
knowledge-sharing in research 
processes to make knowledge 
accessible across academic groups, 
sectors and national boundaries. The 
concept of open science encompasses 
the entire research process […].

Source: The Research Council of Norway. 
Policy for open science 2020 



Why open science?

“My main argument for opening all parts 
of the process is that is “sharpening” the 
research process. You cannot be sloppy 
if you know that it will be exposed”. 
Alexander R. Jensenius, 2020

Sources: https://www.uio.no/english/for-employees/support/research/research-data-management/policies-and-
guidelines/index.html and https://www.arj.no/2020/08/27/open-research/

improved quality of 
research by building

on previous works and 
compiling research 
data in new ways

transparency in the 
research process and 
better opportunity for 

verifiability of 
scientific results

increased 
cooperation and less 
duplication of research 

work

increased innovation
in the private and 

public sectors

efficiency
improvement and 
better utilisation of 

public funds

https://www.uio.no/english/for-employees/support/research/research-data-management/policies-and-guidelines/index.html
https://www.arj.no/2020/08/27/open-research/
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Descriptive metadata in a 
research data context

•Tittle (on the project and files)
•Author (creator, copyright holder)
•Publication year (and year(s) of data 
collection)

•Persistent identifier (DOI)
•Location (preferably coordinates)
•Which publication(s) the datasets are 
used in

•And so on…



Other metadata

•Column units in a table
•Configurations and specifications of the 
instruments used in the data collection

•Software-specific information



Selecting data for archiving 

•Does your dataset have a potential for 
reuse?

•(Inter-)national or historical importance
•Quality
•Uniqueness or originality
•Size, scale, cost
•Innovativeness



Preparing for archiving

• Determine scientific relevance and need for archiving long-term
• Consistent, meaningful, and compatible file naming
• Choose accessible, patent-free, and open file formats
• Make sure you have the necessary documentation (and metadata)
• Reduce complexity by grouping large groups of similar files in zip bundles to make 

upload and download easier
• Presence of personal or confidential data can affect choice of archive
• Consider size limitations when choosing an archive (e.g. some archives have a 

limit of 10 to 50 GB per dataset)

Adapted from https://data.4tu.nl/info/fileadmin/user_upload/Documenten/Deposit_Guidelines_2020.pdf

https://data.4tu.nl/info/fileadmin/user_upload/Documenten/Deposit_Guidelines_2020.pdf


https://dans.knaw.nl/en/about/services/easy/information-
about-depositing-data/before-depositing/file-formats

https://dans.knaw.nl/en/about/services/easy/information-about-depositing-data/before-depositing/file-formats


Licensing

•A license agreement is a legal 
arrangement between the 
creator/depositor of the data set and the 
data repository, signifying what a user is 
allowed to do with the data. 

•Often Creative Commons licenses are 
often used, more licenses can be found 
at: https://spdx.org/licenses/

https://www.forskningsradet.no/en/Adviser-research-policy/open-science/open-access-to-research-data/sharing-reuse-esearch-data/

https://spdx.org/licenses/
https://www.forskningsradet.no/en/Adviser-research-policy/open-science/open-access-to-research-data/sharing-reuse-esearch-data/


Recommendations regarding licensing and Dedication to Public Domain

1. A licence or Dedication to Public Domain, should reflect conditions further use of the data.

2. Research data should be assigned with an standard international license which:
• Have as few access and use restrictions possible
• to the largest extend promote principles of juridical interoperability for research data.
• Is human and machine readable

3. Metadata should always have a Dedication to Public Domain assigned

4. Standard licenses for copyright should only be used for material filling the condition for copyright or database 
protection

5. In situation were different juridical conditions are applicable to different parts of a dataset, one should 
differentiate and license the different parts accordingly. This to avoid that data are assigned to a more 
restrictive licenses because some of the data require this.

6. The institution have a responsibility to ensure that data produces by employees trough their work are 
equipped with a licence or Dedication to Public Domain described in 1. 

7. Reuse of data from others should always happen according to research ethical norms and subject specific 
standards. 

https://www.forskningsradet.no/siteassets/publikasjoner/2021/rapport_rettighets--og-lisenssporsmal-ved-tilgjengeliggjoring-av-forskningsdata.pdf

https://www.forskningsradet.no/siteassets/publikasjoner/2021/rapport_rettighets--og-lisenssporsmal-ved-tilgjengeliggjoring-av-forskningsdata.pdf


PDM – public domain mark – no known copyright to the material



https://youtu.be/PgqtiY7oZ6k

https://youtu.be/PgqtiY7oZ6k


Reusable code
Licenses for code:

Making Your Code Citable
https://guides.github.com/activities/citabl
e-code/
Social coding and open software
https://github.com/coderefinery/social-
coding/blob/main/talk.md

MIT (Expat)
Apache 2.0
GNU (L)GPL 3.0+

https://guides.github.com/activities/citable-code/
https://github.com/coderefinery/social-coding/blob/main/talk.md


Selecting an archive

•Should the data be openly available?
•Should the metadata be openly available?
•What can the relevant archives offer for long term perspectives?
•Does the archive offer curation – control of metadata and updating of formats?



Types of data archives

•Domain-specific
•General purpose
•Institutional
•Supplementary material to an article
•Data paper



Different types of archives

•NSD
•Dataverse.no
•Zenodo
•Spesialsamlinger uio
•Figshare usn
•https://brill.com/view/journals/rdj/rdj-overview.xml
•https://springernature.figshare.com/articles/dataset/Metadata_record_for_A_global_
occurrence_database_of_the_Atlantic_blue_crab_Callinectes_sapidus/14077112

•https://www.re3data.org

https://brill.com/view/journals/rdj/rdj-overview.xml
https://springernature.figshare.com/articles/dataset/Metadata_record_for_A_global_occurrence_database_of_the_Atlantic_blue_crab_Callinectes_sapidus/14077112
https://www.re3data.org/


After the break we will show two cases using menti
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